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Introduction
PRODUCT OVERVIEW
y This camera housing is designed to install the TNB-9000 camera and compatible lenses for
use in indoor and outdoor locations securely to protect it from external
conditions. The included IP67 rated power supply is integrated in to the wall
mount arm and accepts a wide range of input voltages.

FEATURES
y This product provdes 16.5” x 7" x 6" of usable space which is designed to provide
protection from outdoor and harsh indoor environments for stable operation.
y Independently thermostatically controlled solid-state cooler & heater.
y IP66 rated fan provides ventilation while preventing moisture ingress.
y Aluminum housing body and stainless steel wall mount with integrated power supply.
y Anti-Reflective, Low Iron coating on both sides provides high optical performance with 18°
angle.
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A. Enclosure/housing
B. Wall mount arm
C. Outdoor power supply (Can be mounted inside wall mount arm)
D. Power supply mounting screws and washers
E. Camera mounting bolts and washers
F. Cable management sleeve inside wall mount arm
G. Rechargeable desiccant humidity removal pack
H. Allen wrench tool for adjusting knuckle wall mount arm
I. Wall mount screws and anchors
J. Threaded locknut
K. Camera sled pre-installed

Tools needed

1. Phillips screwdriver
2. Socket wrench
3. Electronics size flat screwdriver
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Loosen 2 screws on the top back side of the
housing.

Loosen the lockable latch on the back side of the
housing.
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Slowly open the top hatch and be careful not to let
it drop.

Remove the 4 screws on the camera mounting
plate and set aside.
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Note: If your lens needs room to zoom in and
out, make sure you align the max zoom position
with the front of the camera mounting plate.

X

Align the front of the lens with the front of the
camera mounting plate.

Carefully flip the camera and plate upside to keep
position of camera on mounting plate. Choose the
camera mounting bolt that best fits your camera
and tighten firmly but do not over tighten.
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Locate the 4 camera mounting plate screws and
loosely fasten mounting plate to housing.

Check to make sure lens is not touching the glass.
If it is, simply slide the camera mounting plate
backward. Tighten screws to secure position.
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Close the hatch to the housing and secure it with
the lockable latch. Flip housing upside down.
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Carefully remove cable gland rubber cable
sealer with a screw drive so as not to damage it.
Remember which direction the rubber gland fits in
the cable gland.
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Remove cable gland nut to provide power, network,
or other cables needed in the housing.
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With the smaller Allen wrench (provided) loose the
left and right bolts that allow the arm to swim. 1 full
turn each should do it.
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With the larger Allen wrench (provided) remove the
bolt on the bottom of the arm that allows it to be
opened.
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Run necessary cables (power, network, etc...)
through arm and arm knuckle.
See Appendix A if mounting a power supply inside
the arm.
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--------------->
Pivoting
point of
the arm
knuckle

Fit the arm knuckle onto the arm with the pivoting
point of the arm knuckle towards the front of the
arm. With the larger Allen wrench (provided) tighten
the 3 bolts.

First, add the cable gland nut to your network or
power cable. Second, add the cable gland rubber
seal with the tapper end away from the end of the
cable. Lastly, add the black mesh sleeve to cables.
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1)

4)

2)

5)

3)

Pass the cable end through the cable gland port on
the housing. Carefully insert the cable gland seal
and then very loosely screw on the cable gland nut.
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Using the larger Allen wrench (provided) tighten the
4 bolts from the arm knuckle to the housing.

Before mounting the other side of the arm knuckle
to the housing, completely hand tighten the cable
glands.
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Flip the camera housing with arm upright so you
can have access to camera inside.
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Open the lid to the housing. Locate the power
cable from the cable gland port and the 12V power
connector.
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Connect the network and power cable to the
camera.
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Insert the red cable into the red side of the 12V
power connector. Tighten with a small flat screw
driver. Repeat for black cable.
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Place the humidity removal pack (included) near
the back of the housing on the insulation pad.

* Reminder: Recharge the desiccant humidity removal
pack when needed per package instructions.
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----->

For proper closure please follow these steps.
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Use the latch to pull the lid down.
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This will ensure proper seal.

----->

----->

----->

----->

Once latch is pulled down in this position. Use a
screwdriver to tighten the two top fasteners.
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Above is a properly sealed lid.

Appendix A: Mounting Power Supply Inside Arm
1)

2)

Open arm and push cable (the end with the
single black and single red cable) through the
knuckle arm hole.

3)

Position the power supply in the arm so that the
holes for the screws align.

4)

Find 4 Philips head screws and tightening
washers (included). Fasten the power supply
to the arm.

5)

Replace the bolt with the larger Allen wrench
to complete close the arm.

Push the other end of the power supply cable
through the back square hole of the arm so the
arm can close without damaging the cables.

SHB-D-9000H Specifications
Outdoor Housing for TNB-9000 Fixed Box Camera

Dimensions

Unit : inch

SHB-D-9000H
Description

Outdoor Housing for TNB-9000 & compatible EF Mount lenses

Features
Material

8K support, Active cooling, Anti-Reflective Glass, Dustproof, Waterproof, IP66
Anti-reflective, Low Iron window with 18° for high optical performance
Exterior: Aluminium w/ white powder coated finish
Interior: Fully insulated black foam & foil

Operating Temperature

-4°F ~ +140°F (-20°C ~ +60°C)

Humidity

10-100% RH (condensing)

Environmental Certification

IP66, NEMA 4X

Color

White

Input Power
Cooling
Power
Consumption

90～305VAC / 127 ~ 431VDC power supply included, 12vDC with pass
through to camera, mounts in arm
400 BTU 170W Solid State Cooler, Independently Thermostatically
Controlled

Heater

33W, Independently Thermostatically Controlled

Fan

40CFM 8W IP66 sealed blower for passive cooling

90 ~ 305VAC / 127 ~ 431VDC input, 192W output, IP67 rated,
Power Supply
provides power for heater, active cooling, blower, camera
Thermostat
control
Window

Active cooling on when internal temperature >95°F, off <80°F
Active heating on when internal temperature <40°F, off >60°F
5" x 5", 18⁰ tilted Silicate Glass w/ Anti-Reflective Coating

Outside

226mm(W) X 210mm(H) X 698mm(D) (8.9" X 8.3" X 27.5")

Dimension
Inside

152mm(W) X 177mm(H) X 419mm(D) (6" X 7" X 16.5")

Weight

16.5lbs (7.48kg) housing only, 26.5lbs (12.02kg) with wall mount arm and
power supply

Accessories

Stainless Steel Wall mount arm, outdoor power supply, screws,
dessicant pack, cable glands
Various compatible optional mounting accessories.

* You can find applicable models with accessory selector www.hanwha-security.com/en/products/accessory-selector/
* The lastest product information / specification can be found at hanwhasecurity.com
* Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.
* Wisenet is the proprietary brand of Hanwha Techwin formerly known as Samsung Techwin.
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